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reference when the first meeting between Napoleon and
Wellington took place. Napoleon's relative inexperience of
battlefields added to his lack of personal discipline meant

that he made little of the battles he fought. In the early part
of the Peninsular War Napoleon, having refused to consider

the possibility of a defensive campaign, launched an
expedition to the Iberian Peninsula. He had not envisaged

that the French would have to fight a major campaign
against the British who would be reinforced by military
blockades. It seems that he was a beginner. The best

French commanders didn't do well in the mid-eighties and
Napoleon's time in the Alps did not help either. I can't find
any other references on the first meeting between the two.
Can you help? A: There are no sources in which to date his
first contact with Wellington. None. Wikipedia mentions it

though with a lot of exaggeration. According to one source,
his first encounter with Wellington, the British commander

who would become his most enduring opponent in the
Peninsula, took place in June 1809, during Napoleon's

campaign against Austria. Napoleon won some victories
against Austrians in 1809, but the story states: At that time,

Wellington was serving in a subordinate role. But he was
the first to recognise the power of Napoleon. The whole

story is written in these terms. Something similar applies to
the Wikipedia page about this meeting. Then there are at

least three events mentioned where Napoleon had contacts
with the British The first one is the battle of Wagram on 3
July 1809 where Napoleon tried to avoid battle by offering
to hold his retreat, when Wellington had to attack from the
flank. Napoleon was quick to use the excuse that he was at

the
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than half of today's workers could end up holding down a

new career in telehealth, says a report. Though the
telehealth industry is still in its relative infancy, it's

anticipated to grow into one of the country's fastest-
growing industries by 2030, according to a new report out

of the University of Minnesota's Center for Healthcare
Value. More than half of those currently working for a

private-sector employer could be employed in a health-
related profession by 2030, including pharmacists, nurses,

physicians, and "health informaticists," says the report.
Medicine is projected to remain the most common career

path for future healthcare
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